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Abstract. Connectivity and energy consumption are two key aspects in
mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs). In this paper we propose a proba-
bilistic, energy-aware, broadcast calculus for the analysis of both such
aspects of MANETs. The semantics of our model is inspired by Segala’s
probabilistic automata driven by schedulers to resolve the nondeter-
ministic choice among the probability distributions over target states.
We first develop a probabilistic observational congruence together with
a bisimulation-based proof technique. Then we define an energy-aware
preorder semantics. The observational congruence allows us to verify
whether two networks exhibit the same observable probabilistic behaviour
in terms of connectivity, while the preorder makes it possible to evalu-
ate the energy consumption of different, but behaviourally equivalent,
networks.

1 Introduction

Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) are systems of mobile devices communicat-
ing with each other through wireless links without a pre-established networking
infrastructure. Free node mobility is a main feature of such networks: each de-
vice in a MANET is free to move autonomously in any direction, and therefore
to change frequently its links to other devices frequently. These changes in the
network topology can cause the nodes to continuously enter and exit each other
transmission area and hence highly dynamic routing algorithms are needed to
ensure the connectivity. Moreover, mobile devices often have strict requirements
on the energy consumption because their expected life-time usually depends on
the energy stored in a battery or other exhaustible power sources. For these
reasons, the communication protocols must face the problem of providing a full
connectivity among the network devices while maintaining good performance
both in terms of throughput and of energy conservation (see, e.g., [20, 22]).

Drawing on earlier work on the subject [6, 7, 12, 14], in the present paper we
introduce a calculus to provide a formal basis for the analysis of connectivity
and the evaluation of energy consumption in MANETs.

The definition of a general formalism capable of expressing both qualitative
(connectivity) and quantitative (power consumption and throughput) analysis
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is a challenging topic of research. Generic methods relying on general purpose
formalisms for concurrency (e.g., Petri nets) are unsuitable to model the mo-
bility of the devices. For this reason, we define a calculus, named Probabilistic
E-BUM, for formally reasoning about energy-aware broadcast, unicast and mul-
ticast communications of mobile ad-hoc networks. This is an extension of the
E-BUM calculus [7] where probability distributions are used to describe the
movements of nodes. Like its predecessors [6, 14], our calculus is built around
nodes, representing the devices of the systems, and locations, identifying the
position cells across which each device may move inside the network. Node mo-
bility is unconstrained, and governed by probability distributions as in [6]. In-
stead, wireless synchronization is nondeterministic, and controlled by sequential
processes inside the nodes. Our calculus allows us to model the ability of a
node to broadcast a message to any other node within its physical transmission
range, and to move in and out of the transmission range of other nodes in the
network. Broadcast communications are limited to the transmission cell of the
sender, while unicast and multicast communications are modelled by specifying,
for each output action, the addresses of the intended recipients of the message.
Moreover, the possibility for a node to control its transmission power is modeled
by enabling nodes to modify the transmission radius of their communications
through internal actions.

The probabilistic E-BUM calculus deals with both nondeterministic and
probabilistic choices. Its semantics is inspired by Segala’s probabilistic automata
[19] driven by schedulers to resolve the nondeterministic choice among the prob-
ability distributions over target states. In this paper we define a probabilistic
observational congruence in the style of [15] to equate networks exhibiting the
same probabilistic connectivity behavior. As in [7, 6], and in contrast to [14], the
notion of observability is associated with nodes listening at specific locations in
the network, so as to allow a fine grained analysis of connectivity and interfer-
ence at different areas within a network. We give a coinductive characterization
of observational congruence based on a labelled transition semantics. This is a
bisimulation-based proof technique in the form of a probabilistic labelled bisim-
ilarity which is shown to coincide with the observational equivalence. We also
introduce energy-aware preorders over networks to measure the relative energy
cost of different, but behaviourally equivalent, networks. As a result, the pre-
order may be employed to justify the replacement of components to lower the
overall energy cost of a network while preserving its connectivity properties.

We show our framework at work on the analysis of the energy consumption of
two well-known automatic repeat request (ARQ)-based error control protocols:
stop-and-wait (SW) and go-back-N (GBN). The analysis proves that the two
protocols are behaviorally equivalent, but the former is superior in terms of
power consumption as it guarantees strictly lower energy costs (although the
throughput is worse).

This paper is an extended and improved version of [6]. The main novelties
concern the extension of the calculus through the channel restriction operator
(νc) over networks. From a semantic perspective, it simply plays the role of a
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CCS-style hiding operator, but it is useful to specialise the verification method to
some specific class of contexts. Moreover, we define the labelled semantics which
is proved to coincide with the probabilistic observational congruence. This pro-
vides the basis for powerful, both inductive and co-inductive, proof techniques.

1.1 Related works

Probabilistic and stochastic models are nowadays widely used in the design and
verification of complex systems. Song and Godskesen [21] proposed a probabilis-
tic broadcast calculus for mobile and wireless networks whose connections are
unreliable. The peculiarity of this calculus is the introduction of a probabilistic
mobility function which defines the mobility rules of the connections. Palamidessi
et al. [9] defined an extension of the applied pi-calculus with nondeterministic and
probabilistic choice operators, while Priami [16] introduced a stochastic exten-
sion of the pi-calculus which allows one to describe dynamically reconfigurable or
mobile networks. Another important stochastic process algebra for performance
evaluation is PEPA, introduced by Hillston in [11], which is used for modelling
systems composed of concurrently active components which co-operate and share
work. Here cooperation is modelled in a CSP style, using shared names. De Nicola
et al. introduced StoKlaim [4]: a stochastic process algebra, based on Contin-
uous Markov Chains, allowing one to describe random phenomena regarding
Mobile Wireless Networks. Bernardo et al. introduced EMPAgr [2], an extended
Markovian process algebra including probabilities, priority and exponentially
distributed durations. The peculiarity of this calculus is the modelling of expo-
nentially timed as well as immediate actions, whose selection is controlled by a
priority level associated with them.

As far as energy consumption is concerned, several papers address the prob-
lem of studying the energy consumption of a specific communication protocol for
wireless networks. For instance, in [22] the authors define a Markov Reward pro-
cess (see e.g. [17]) modelling some protocols for pairwise node communications. A
steady-state quantitative analysis is then derived and hence the average perfor-
mance indices computed. In [1] Bernardo et al. present a methodology to predict
the impact of the power management techniques on a system functionality and
performance. In [20] the authors define a set of metrics on the energy consump-
tion which are then estimated through simulation and show how some changes
in the protocols can improve the efficiency. With respect to the above mentioned
works, the model we propose here aims at providing a common framework for
both qualitative and quantitative analyses.

1.2 Plan of the paper

Section 2.3 introduces the Probabilistic E-BUM calculus and its observational
semantics. In Section 3.2 we present the LTS semantics and define a labelled
bisimilarity which is proved to coincide with the observational congruence of the
unlabeled semantics. In Section 4 we show how to exploit the observation seman-
tics for measuring the energy consumption of ad-hoc networks and comparing
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Networks Processes

M,N ::= 0 Empty network P,Q,R ::= 0 Inactive process
|M1|M2 Parallel composition | c(x̃).P Input
| (νc)M Restriction | c̄L,r〈w̃〉.P Output
| n[P ]l Node (or device) | [w1 = w2]P,Q Matching

| A〈w̃〉 Recursion

Table 1: Syntax

the average energy cost of networks exhibiting the same connectivity behaviour.
In Section 5.4 we analyse the energy consumption of two well-known automatic
repeat request (ARQ)-based error control protocols: stop-and-wait (SW) and
go-back-N (GBN). Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 The Calculus

We introduce the Probabilistic E-BUM calculus, an extension of E-BUM (a cal-
culus for Energy-aware Broadcast, Unicast, Multicast communications in mobile
ad-hoc networks) [7] that models mobile ad hoc networks as a collection of nodes,
running in parallel, and using channels to broadcast messages. Our calculus sup-
ports multicast and unicast communications. Moreover, it allows us to model
the possibility for a node to administrate energy consumption by choosing the
optimal transmission radius communicate with the desired recipients.

2.1 Syntax

C = channels set, d, c ∈ C;

Loc = locations set, l, k, h ∈ Loc;

N = names set. In particular letters m,n are used for nodes, and for trans-
mission radii. Loc ⊆ N;

X = variables set (x, y, z);

V = values set (X ∪N ∈ V);

The syntax of our calculus is shown in Table 1. This is defined in a two-level
structure: the lower one for processes, the upper one for networks. Networks are
collections of nodes, devices running in parallel and using channels to communi-
cate messages. As usual, 0 denotes the empty network and M1|M2 the parallel
composition of two networks. We denote by

∏
i∈IMi the parallel composition

of the networks Mi, for i ∈ I. n[P ]l is a network node named n located at the
physical location l, and executing the process P . In (νc)M the channel c is pri-
vate with scope M . We remark that channels are not values, hence they may not
be transmitted: furthermore, given the structure of the syntactic productions,
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channels may not be dynamically created and thus (νc)M simply plays the role
of a CCS-style hiding operator1. We denote by N the set of all networks.

Processes are sequential and live within the nodes. Process 0 denotes the
inactive process. Process c(x̃).P can receive a tuple w̃ of (closed) values via
channel c and continue as P{w̃/x̃}, i.e., as P with w̃ substituted for x̃ (where
|x̃| = |w̃|). Process c̄L,r〈w̃〉.P can send a tuple of (closed) values w̃ via channel c
and continue as P. Tag L is used to maintain the set of physical locations of the
intended recipients: L = Loc represents a broadcast transmission, while a finite
set of locations L denotes a multicast communication (unicast if L is a singleton).
We remark that L is not a set of names, but it is a set of locations. This is due
to the fact that one of the main aims of our model is the analysis of protocols
for mobile ad hoc networks management (as, e.g. ad hoc routing protocols),
where messages are often addressed to a set of physical locations within the
network area, rather than to specific devices. Tag r represents the power of the
transmission: we assume that the choice of the transmission power may depend
on precise strategies which are implemented in the communication protocol;
hence it is reasonable considering the transmission radius of a communication as
an information given by the process running in the sender node. We also assume
that the transmission radius of a communication can not exceed the maximum
transmission radius associated with the sending node. Syntactically, tags L and r
associated with the channel c in an output action may be variables, but they must
be instantiated when the output prefix is ready to fire. Process [w1 = w2]P,Q
behaves as P if w1 = w2, and as Q otherwise. We write A〈w̃〉 to denote a process

defined via a (possibly recursive) definition A(x̃)
def
= P , with |x̃| = |w̃| where x̃

contains all variables that appear free in P . In the process c(x̃).P , the variables
in x̃ are bound in P . We identify processes up to α-conversion and we assume
that there are no free variables in a network. We write cl for c{l}, c̄L,r〈w̃〉 for
c̄L,r〈w̃〉.0, 0 for n[0]l and [w1 = w2]P for [w1 = w2]P,0.

Nodes cannot be created or destroyed, and move autonomously. Node connec-
tivity is verified by looking at the physical location and the transmission radius
of the sender: a message broadcast by a node is received only by the nodes that
lie in the area delimited by the transmission radius of the sender. We presuppose
a function d(·, ·) which takes two locations and returns the distance separating
them (function d can be simply the euclidean distance between two locations, or
a more complex function dealing with potential obstacles).

Each node n is associated with a pair < rn,J
n >, where rn is a non nega-

tive real number denoting the maximum transmission radius that n can use to
transmit, while Jn is the transition matrix of a discrete time Markov chain: each
entry Jnlk is the probability that the node n located at l moves to location k.
Hence,

∑
k∈Loc Jnlk = 1 for all locations l ∈ Loc. Static nodes inside a network

are associated with the identity Markov chain, i.e., the identity matrix Jnll = 1
for all l ∈ Loc and Jnlk = 0 for all l 6= k. We denote by µnl the probability

1 Of course, since channels represent radio frequencies, they may not be hidden in
practice. Indeed, the use of the hiding operator is only meant to specialize the veri-
fication method to some specific class of contexts as we will see later.
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n[[v = v]P,Q]l ≡ n[P ]l (Struct Then)
n[[v1 = v2]P,Q]l ≡ n[Q]l v1 6= v2 (Struct Else)

n[A〈ṽ〉]l ≡ n[P{ṽ/x̃}]l if A(x̃)
def
= P ∧ |x̃| = |ṽ| (Struct Rec)

M ≡ N if M ≡ O and O ≡ N (Struct Trans)
M |N ≡ N |M (Struct Par Comm)
M |M ′ ≡ N |M ′ ∀M ′ if M ≡ N (Struct Cxt Par)
(M |N)|M ′ ≡M |(N |M ′) (Struct Par Assoc)
M |0 ≡M (Struct Zero Par)
(νc)0 ≡ 0 (Struct Zero Res)
(νc)(νd)M ≡ (νd)(νc)M (Struct Res Res)
c 6∈ fc(M) implies (νc)(M | N) ≡M | (νc)N (Struct Res Par)

Table 2: Structural Congruence

distribution associated with node n located at l, that is, the function over Loc
such that µnl (k) = Jnlk, for all k ∈ Loc. We will model the probabilistic evolution
of the network according to these distributions.

2.2 Probability distributions for networks

Let n be a node of a network M and l its location. We denote by M{n : l′/l}
the network obtained by substituting l by l′ inside the node n and by JMKµnl
the probability distribution over the set of networks induced by µnl and defined
as follows: for all network M ′,

JMKµnl (M ′) =

{
µnl (l′) if M ′ = M{n : l′/l}

0 otherwise

Intuitively, JMKµnl (M ′) is the probability that the network M evolves to M ′

due to the movement of its node n located at l. We say that M ′ is in the
support of JMKµnl (M ′ ∈ spt(JMKµnl )) if JMKµnl (M ′) 6= 0. We write JMK∆ for
the Dirac distribution on network M , namely the probability distribution defined
as: JMK∆(M) = 1 and JMK∆(M ′) = 0 for all M ′ such that M ′ 6= M . Finally,
we let θ range over {µnl |n is a node and l ∈ Loc} ∪ {∆}.

2.3 Reduction Semantics

The dynamics of the calculus is specified by the probabilistic reduction relation
over networks (−→), described in Table 3. As usual in process calculi, it relies
on an auxiliary relation, called structural congruence (≡), which is the least
contextual equivalence relation satisfying the rules defined in Table 2. Structural
congruence brings the participants of a potential interaction into contiguous
positions. The probabilistic reduction relation takes the form M−→JM ′Kθ, which
describes a transition that leaves from network M and leads to a probability
distribution JM ′Kθ.
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Rule (R-Bcast) models the transmission of a tuple of messages ṽ to the
set of intended recipients L using channel c and transmission radius r. Indeed,
nodes communicate using radio frequencies that enable only message broadcast-
ing (monopolizing channels is not permitted). However, a node may decide to
communicate with a specific node (or group of nodes), this is the reason why
we decided to associate with each output action a set of transmission recipients.
The cardinality of this set indicates the kind of communication that is used: if
L = Loc then the recipients set is the whole network and a broadcast transmis-
sion is performed, while if L is a finite set (resp., a singleton) then a multicast
(resp., a unicast) communication is realized. The set L indicates the physical
locations where a message is addressed to, but we know that every message
sent from a node will be potentially received by all the devices lying within the
transmission cell of the sender. Notice that the index set I of the receiving nodes
could be empty, because output is not a blocking action, i.e., it could be applied
even if no nodes are ready to receive the transmission. If two nodes want to
share a secret, they must use cryptography to hide the message. A radius r is
also associated with the channel c, indicating the transmission radius required
for that communication which may depend on the energy consumption strategy
adopted by the surrounding protocol. The messages transmitted will be received
only by those nodes which lie in the transmission area of the sender. It may
occur that some receivers within the range of the transmitter do not receive the
message. This may be due to several reasons that concern the instability and
dynamism of the network. In terms of observation this corresponds to a local
activity of the network which an observer is not party to.

Rule (R-Move) deals with the possibility for a node to move within the net-
work. A node n located at l and executing a move action will reach a location
with a probability described by the distribution µnl that depends on the Markov
chain Jn statically associated with n. Movements are atomic actions: while mov-
ing, a node cannot do anything else.

In our model, due to the interleaving nature of the calculus, only one node
can move at each reduction but this does not mean that only one node can
move at a time. Indeed, as usual in interleaving semantics, concurrent events are
represented by sequentiality and non-determinism.

(R-Par), (R-Res) and (R-Struct) are standard for Reduction Semantic.

Since we are dealing with a probabilistic reduction semantics, which reduces
networks into probability distributions, we need a way of representing the steps
of each probabilistic evolution of a network. Formally, given a network M , we
write

M−→θN

if M−→JM ′Kθ, and N is in the support of JM ′Kθ. Following [9], an execution for

M is a (possibly infinite) sequence of steps M−→θ1M1−→θ2M2....

In the rest of the paper, we write ExecM for the set of all possible exe-
cutions starting from M , last(e) for the final state of a finite execution e, ej
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(R-Bcast)
n[c̄L,r〈ṽ〉.P ]l |

∏
i∈Ini[c(x̃i).Pi]li−→Jn[P ]l |

∏
i∈Ini[Pi{ṽ/x̃i}]liK∆

where 0 < r ≤ rn, ∀i ∈ I.d(l, li) ≤ r and |x̃i| = |ṽ|

(R-Move)
n[P ]l−→Jn[P ]lKµnl

(R-Par)
M−→JM ′Kθ

M |N−→JM ′|NKθ

(R-Res)
M−→JM ′Kθ

(νc̃)M−→J(νc̃)M ′Kθ
(R-Struct)

N ≡M M−→JM ′Kθ M ′ ≡ N ′

N−→JN ′Kθ

Table 3: Reduction Semantics

for the prefix M−→θ1M1...−→θjMj of length j of the execution e of the form

M−→θ1M1 · · · −→θjMj−→θj+1Mj+1 · · · , and e↑ for the set of e′ such that e≤prefix e
′.

2.4 Observational Semantics

Following a standard practice, we formalize the observational semantics for our
calculus in terms of a notion barb, that provides the basic unit of observation
[15]. As in other calculi for wireless communication, the definition of barb is
naturally expressed in terms of message transmission. However, the technical
development is more involved, as our calculus presents both non-deterministic
and probabilistic aspects, where the non-deterministic choices are among the
possible probability distributions that a network may follow and arise from the
possibility for nodes to perform arbitrary movements. Notice that the fact that
a node performs a movement is arbitrary and unpredictable, while the resulting
location is surely predictable (it depends on the transition matrix).

We denote by behave(M) = {JM ′Kθ | M −→ JM ′Kθ} the set of the possible
behaviours of M . In order to solve the non-determinism in a network execution,
we consider each possible probabilistic transition M −→ JM ′Kθ as arising from a
scheduler (see [19]).

Definition 1 (Scheduler). A scheduler is a total function F assigning to a
finite execution e a distribution JNKθ ∈ behave(last(e)).

We denote by Sched the set of all schedulers.
Given a network M and a scheduler F , we define the set of executions start-

ing from M and driven by F as:

ExecFM = {e = M−→θ1M1−→θ2M2... | ∀j, Mj−1 −→ JM ′jKθj , JM ′jKθj = F (ej−1)
and Mj is in the support of JM ′jKθj}.

Formally, given a finite execution e = M−→θ1M1...−→θkMk starting from a net-
work M and driven by a scheduler F we define

PFM (e) = JM ′1Kθ1(M1) · ... · JM ′kKθk(Mk)
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where ∀j ≤ k, JM ′jKθj = F (ej−1). We define the probability space on the execu-

tions starting from a given network M as follows. Given a scheduler F , σFieldFM
is the smallest sigma field on ExecFM that contains the basic cylinders e↑, where
e ∈ ExecFM . The probability measure ProbFM is the unique measure on σFieldFM
such that ProbFM (e ↑) = PFM (e). Given a measurable set of networks H, we de-
note by ExecFM (H) the set of executions starting from M and crossing a state in
H. Formally ExecFM (H) = {e ∈ ExecFM | last(ej) ∈ H for some j}. We denote
the probability for a network M to evolve into a network in H, according to the
policy given by F , as ProbFM (H) = ProbFM (ExecFM (H)).

The notion of barb introduced below denotes an observable transmission
with a certain probability according to a fixed scheduler. In our definition, a
transmission is observable only if at least one location in the set of the intended
recipients is able to receive the message.

Definition 2 (Barb). Let M ≡ (νd̃)(n[c̄L,r〈ṽ〉.P ]l|M ′), with c /∈ d̃. We say
that M has a barb on a channel c at locations K(6= ∅), denoted M ↓c@K , if
∃K ⊆ L such that d(l, k) 6 r, ∀k ∈ K.

Definition 3 (Probabilistic Barb). We say that a network M has a proba-
bilistic barb with probability p on a channel c to the set K of locations, according
to the scheduler F , written M⇓Fp c@K, if ProbFM ({N |N ↓c@K}) = p.

Intuitively, for a given network M and scheduler F , if M⇓Fp c@K then there is
a positive probability that M , driven by F , performs a transmission on channel
c and at least one of the intended recipients is able to correctly listen to it.

In the following, we introduce a probabilistic observational congruence, in
the style of [9].

Schedulers constitute an essential feature for modeling communication pro-
tocols as they provide freedom in modeling implementation and incomplete
knowledge of the system. However, many schedulers could be in fact unreal-
istic. Consider for example schedulers giving priority to communication actions
over movements of the nodes. Such schedulers cancel the two states nature of the
communication channel since the latter remains in the same state until there is no
longer available communication action. Thus, if the network started with a good
channel then all the messages will be transmitted correctly without enduring any
lost. In contrast, if it started with a bad channel, then it will be retransmitting
indefinitely the first packet since the channel remains always bad.

Therefore our aim is the definition of a relation allowing us to compare net-
works with respect of a given restricted set of schedulers. In order to define an
equivalence relation related to a specific set of schedulers, we need a way to
be sure that the set we chose allows the interactions with any possible context.
For this reason we are going to define , given a set F of schedulers and a set
{M1,M2, ...} of networks, its contextual superset, allowing M1, M2, ... to interact
with any possible context in the model.

Definition 4. Given a set of networksM, and a set F ⊆ Sched of schedulers its
we denote as FM the largest subset of Sched, satisfying the following properties:
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∀F ∈ FM,F ∈ F or ∃F ′ ∈ F such that, ∀ context C0[·], ∀e ∈ ExecFC0[O0],
where O0 ≡M0 ∈M:

e = C0[O0] −→θ1 C1[O1] −→θ2 C2[O2]... −→θk Ck[Ok],
∃e′ ∈ ExecF ′

M0
:

e′ = M0 −→θ′1
M1 −→θ′2

M2... −→θ′h
Mh,

such that:

(i) ∀i ∈ [1− h] ∃j ∈ [1− k] such that:

1. Mi−1 ≡ Oj−1

2. Mi ≡ Oj
3. θ′i = θj

(ii) ∀j ∈ [1− k], if Oj−1 6≡ Oj, ∃i ≤ j such that (i).1, (i).2 and (i).3 hold.

Now we are able to introduce our equivalence relation.

Definition 5. Given a set M of networks, and a set F ∈ Sched of scehdulers,
and a relation R over networks:

– Barb preservation. R is barb preserving w.r.t. FM if MRN and M⇓Fp c@K
for some F ∈ FM implies that there exists F ′ ∈ FM such that N⇓F

′

p c@K.
– Reduction closure. R is reduction closed w.r.t. FM if MRN implies that

for all F ∈ FM, there exists F ′ ∈ FM such that for all classes C ∈ N/R,
ProbFM (C) = ProbF

′

N (C).
– Contextuality. R is contextual if MRN implies that for every context C[·],

it holds that C[M ]RC[N ], where a context is a network term with a hole [·]
defined by the grammar: C[·] ::= [·] | [·]|M | M |[·] | (νc)[·] .

Our probabilistic observational congruence with respect to a restricted set F
of schedulers and to the set M of networks is defined as the largest relation as
follows.

Definition 6 (Probabilistic Observational Congruence with respect to
F). Given a set F of schedulers and a set M of networks, Probabilistic obser-
vational congruence w.r.t. FM, written ∼=FM

p , is the largest symmetric relation
over networks which is reduction closed, barb preserving and contextual.

Two networks are related by ∼=FM
p if they exhibit the same probabilistic

behaviour (communications) relative to the corresponding sets of intended re-
cipients. In the next section we develop a bisimulation-based proof technique for
∼=FM
p . It provides an efficient method to check whether two networks are related

by ∼=FM
p .

3 A Bisimulation-based Proof Technique

In this section we develop a co-inductive proof technique for the relation ∼=FM
p .
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(Output)
−

c̄L,r〈ṽ〉.P
c̄L,r ṽ−−−→ P

(Input)
−

c(x̃).P
cṽ−→ P{ṽ/x̃}

(Then)
P

η−→ P ′

[ṽ = ṽ]P,Q
η−→ P ′

(Else)
Q

η−→ Q′ ṽ1 6= ṽ2

[ṽ1 = ṽ2]P,Q
η−→ Q′

(Rec)
P{ṽ/x̃} η−→ P ′ A(x̃)

def
= P

A〈ṽ〉 η−→ P ′

Table 4: LTS rules for Processes

3.1 Labelled Transition System

We define a LTS semantics for our calculus, which is built upon two sets of rules:
one for processes and one for networks. Table 4 presents the LTS rules for pro-

cesses. Transitions are of the form P
η−→ P ′, where η ranges over input and output

actions of the form:

η ::= cṽ | c̄L,rṽ.

Rules for processes are simple and they do not need deeper explanations. Notice
that such rules do not rely on any probabilistic notion since processes only have
deterministic transitions.

Table 5 presents the LTS rules for networks. Transitions are of the form

M
γ−→ JM ′Kθ, where M is a network and JM ′Kθ is a distribution over networks.

Probabilities are used to model the mobility of nodes. The tag γ is as follows:

γ ::= c?ṽ@l | cL!ṽ[l, r] | c!ṽ@K / R | τ.

Rule (Snd) models the sending, with transmission radius r, of the tuple ṽ
through channel c to a specific set L of recipients, while rule (Rcv) models the
reception of ṽ at l via channel c. Rule (Bcast) models the broadcast message
propagation: all the nodes lying within the transmission cell of the sender may
receive the message, regardless of the fact that they lie in one of the locations
in L. Rule (Obs) models the observability of a transmission: every transmission
may be detected (and hence observed) by any recipient located within the trans-
mission cell of the sender. The label c!ṽ@K / R represents the transmission of
the tuple ṽ of messages via c: the set R is the set of all the locations receiving the
message, while its subset K contains only the locations where the transmission
is observed. Rule (Lose) models message loss. As usual, τ -transitions are used to
denote non-observable actions. Rule (Move) models migration of a mobile node
n from a location l to a location k according with the probability distribution µnl ,
which depends on the Markov chain Jn statically associated with n. Rule (Res)
models the standard channel restriction, where Chan(γ) = c if γ is of the form
c?ṽ@l or cL!ṽ[l, r] or c!ṽ@K / R, and Chan(τ) = ⊥. Finally, (Par) is standard.
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(Snd)
P

c̄L,r ṽ−−−→ P ′

n[P ]l
cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→ Jn[P ′]lK∆

(Rcv)
P

cṽ−→ P ′

n[P ]l
c?ṽ@l−−−−→ Jn[P ′]lK∆

(Bcast)
M

cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→ JM ′K∆ N
c?ṽ@l′−−−−→ JN ′K∆ d(l, l′) ≤ r

M |N cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→ JM ′|N ′K∆
N |M

cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→JN ′|M ′K∆

(Obs)
M

cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→ JM ′K∆ R = {l′ ∈ Loc : d(l, l′) ≤ r} K ⊆ R ∩ L, K 6= ∅

M
c!ṽ@K/R−−−−−−→ JM ′K∆

(Lose)
M

cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→ JM ′K∆
M

τ−→JM ′K∆
(Move)

n[P ]l
τ−→ Jn[P ]lKµnl

(Par)
M

γ−→ JM ′Kθ
M |N γ−→ JM ′|NKθ
N |M

γ−→JN |M ′Kθ

(Res)
M

γ−→ JM ′Kθ Chan(γ) 6= c

(νc)M
γ−→ J(νc)M ′Kθ

Table 5: LTS rules for Networks

3.2 Relating the LTS and reduction semantics

We prove that the LTS-based semantics coincides with the reduction semantics
and the notion of observability (barb) given in the previous section.

We first prove that if M
γ−→ JM ′K∆, then the structure of M and M ′ can be

determined up to structural congruence.

Lemma 1. Let M be a network.

1. If M
c?ṽ@l−−−−→ JM ′K∆, then exist n, x̃, a (possibly empty) sequence d̃ such that

c /∈ d̃, a process P and a (possibly empty) network M1 such that

M ≡ (νd̃)(n[c(x̃).P ]l|M1)

and

M ′ ≡ (νd̃)(n[P{ṽ/x̃}]l|M1).

2. If M
cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→ JM ′K∆, then there exist n, a (possibly empty) sequence d̃ such

that c /∈ d̃, a process P , a (possibly empty) network M1 and a (possibly
empty) set I, such that ∀i ∈ I with d(l, li) ≤ r, such that:

M ≡ (νd̃)(n[c̄L,r〈ṽ〉.P ]l|
∏
i∈I

ni[c(x̃i).Pi]li |M1)
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and

M ′ ≡ (νd̃)(n[P ]l|
∏
i∈I

ni[Pi{ṽ/x̃i}]li |M1).

Proof. By induction on the transition rules of Table 5.

Case 1 : M
c?ṽ@l−−−−→ JM ′K∆.

(Rcv) Let M
c?ṽ@l−−−−→ JM ′K∆ inferred by rule (Rcv), then there exist n, P, l, r

such that M ≡ n[P ]l, M
′ ≡ n[P ′]l and

P = c(x̃).Q and P ′ = Q{ṽ/x̃}. If we consider the empty network M1 and
the empty sequence d̃ lemma is proved.

(Par) LetM |N c?ṽ@l−−−−→JM |N ′K∆ inferred by rule (Par), whereM
c?ṽ@l−−−−→JM ′K∆.

By induction hypothesis we have:

M ≡ (νd̃)(n[c(x̃).P ]l|M1)

and

M ′ ≡ (νd̃)(n[P{ṽ/x̃}]l|M1),

for some n, some x̃, some (possibly empty) sequence d̃ with c /∈ d̃, some
process P and some (possibly empty) network M1. By applying rule (Struct
Cxt Par), (Struct Par Assoc) and (Struct Res Par) we obtain

M | N ≡ (νd̃)(n[c(x̃).P ]l|(M1 | N))

and

M ′ | N ≡ (νd̃)(n[P{ṽ/x̃}]l|(M1 | N)).

(Res) Let (νd)M
c?ṽ@l−−−−→J(νd)M ′K∆ inferred by rule (Res), whereM

c?ṽ@l−−−−→JM ′K∆
and c 6= d. By induction hypothesis we have

M ≡ (νd̃′)(n[c(x̃).P ]l|M1)

and

M ′ ≡ (νd̃′)(n[P{ṽ/x̃}]l|M1),

for some n, some x̃, some (possibly empty) sequence d̃ with c /∈ d̃, some
process P and some (possibly empty) network M1.with c /∈ d̃′
If we consider d̃′′ = d̃′ ∪ d, since c /∈ d̃′′

(νd)M ≡ (νd̃′′)(n[c(x̃).P ′]l|M1)

and

(νd)M ′ ≡ (νd̃′′)(n[P ′{ṽ/x̃}]l|M1).

Case 2 : M
cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→ JM ′K∆.
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(Snd) LetM
cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→ JM ′K∆ inferred by rule (Snd), thenM ≡ n[c̄L,r〈ṽ〉.P ]l.

Since c̄L,r〈ṽ〉.P
¯cL,r−−→ P , if we suppose I, d̃ and M1 empty, lemma is proved

because
M ≡ (νd̃)(n[c̄L,r〈ṽ〉.P ]l|

∏
i∈I

ni[c(x̃i)Pi]li |M1)

and
M ′ ≡ (νd̃)(n[P ]l|

∏
i∈I

ni[Pi{ṽ/x̃i}]li |M1).

(Bcast) LetM |N cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→ JM ′|N ′K∆ becauseM
cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→ JM ′K∆ andN

c?ṽ@l′−−−−→
JN ′K∆, with d(l, l′) ≤ r. By induction hypothesis:

M ≡ (νd̃1)(n[c̄L,r〈ṽ〉.P ]l|
∏
i∈I

ni[c(x̃i)Pi]li |M1)

and
M ′ ≡ (νd̃1)(n[P ]l|

∏
i∈I

ni[Pi{ṽ/x̃i}]li |M1),

for some n, P , ṽ, l, some (possibly empty) sequence d̃1 such that c /∈ d̃1,
some (possibly empty) set I and some (possibly empty) network M1, and

N ≡ (νd̃2)(m[c(x̃).Q]l′ |N1)

and
N ′ ≡ (νd̃2)(m[Q{ṽ/x̃}]l′ |N1),

for some m, some process Q, some (possibly empty) sequence d̃2 such that
c /∈ d̃2 and some (possibly empty) network N1 . By applying rules (Struct
Cxt Par), (Struct Par Assoc) and (Struct Res Par), if we consider d̃ = d̃1∪ d̃2

we get:

M | N ≡ (νd̃)(n[c̄L,r〈ṽ〉.P ]l|m[c(x̃).Q]l′ |
∏
i∈I

ni[c(x̃i)Pi]li | (M1 | N1))

and

M ′ | N ′ ≡ (νd̃)(n[P ]l|m[Q{ṽ/x̃}]l′ |
∏
i∈I

ni[Pi{ṽ/x̃}]li | (M1 | N1)).

The proof of the other cases is analogous to the first part of the proof.

We also show that structural congruence respects the transitions of Table 5.

Lemma 2. If M
γ−→ JM ′Kθ and M ≡ N , then there exists N ′ such that N

γ−→
JN ′Kθ and M ′ ≡ N ′.

Proof. By induction on the depth of the inference M
γ−→ JM ′Kθ.

There are a lot of cases to consider, following we give only some example.
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(Par) Let consider M | N γ−→ JM ′ | NKθ because M
γ−→ JM ′Kθ. There are several

rules for structural congruence that can be applied.
Let consider M | N ≡ M | N ′ because N ′ ≡ N , by (Struct Cxt Par).

By hypothesis M
γ−→ JM ′Kθ and, by an application of rule (Par) we get

M | N ′ γ−→ JM ′ | N ′Kθ. But, since N ′ ≡ N , by applying (Struct Cxt Par) we
have that M ′ | N ′ ≡M ′ | N , as required.
Let consider now M | N ≡ N | M by (Struct Par Com). Again, since

M
γ−→ JM ′Kθ, by applying rule (Par) we get N | M γ−→ JN | M ′Kθ, and, by

applying again rule (Struct Par Com), N |M ′ ≡M ′ | N , as required.

(Bcast) Let consider M | N cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→ JM ′ | N ′K∆, because M
cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→ JM ′K∆ and

N
c?ṽ@l′−−−−→ JN ′K∆, and d(l, l′) ≤ r.

Again several rules for structural congruence can be applied.
Let consider, e.g. M | N ≡ N | M by (Struct Par Comm). Again, since

M
cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→ JM ′K∆, N

c?ṽ@l′−−−−→ JN ′K∆, and d(l, l′) ≤ r, we can apply rule

(Bcast), obtaining N | M cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→ JN ′ | M ′K∆, and, by applying again
(Struct Par Comm) we get N ′ | M ′ ≡ M ′ | N ′ as required. Let consider
now M1 | N ≡M | N because M1 ≡M , by (Struct Cxt Par). By induction

hypothesis M1
cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→ JM ′1K∆, and M ′1 ≡ M ′. But since d(l, l′) ≤ r we can

apply rule (Bcast), obtaining M1 | N
cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→ JM ′1 | N ′K∆. Now, by applying

(Struct Cxt Par) we get M ′1 | N ′ ≡M ′ | N ′, as required.

The proof of the other cases is similar.

The following theorem establishes the relationship between the reduction
semantics and the LTS one.

Theorem 1 (Harmony). Let M be a network.

1. If M −→ JM ′Kθ then there exists N ≡M and N ′ ≡M ′ such that N
τ−→ JN ′Kθ.

2. M ↓c@K if and only if there exist ṽ, R ⊇ K and N ≡ M such that

N
c!ṽ@K/R−−−−−−→.

3. If M
τ−→ JM ′Kθ then M −→ JM ′Kθ.

4. If M
c!ṽ@K/R−−−−−−→ JM ′K∆ then M −→ JM ′K∆.

Proof.
1. The first part is proved by induction on the reduction M −→ JM ′Kθ

Suppose that M −→ JM ′Kθ is due to the application of the rule (R-Move).
We simply apply (Move) to obtain:

n[P ]l
τ−→ Jn[P ]lKµnl

.

Suppose that M −→ JM ′Kθ is due to the application of the rule (R-Par). If
we consider M ≡M1 |M2 and M ′ ≡M ′1 |M2:
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M1 −→ JM ′1Kθ
M1 |M2 −→ JM ′1 |M2Kθ

.

By induction hypothesis ∃N ≡ M1 and N ′ ≡ M ′1 such that N
τ−→ JN ′Kθ,

then by applying rule (Par) we get:

N
τ−→ JN ′Kθ

N |M2
τ−→ JN ′ |M2Kθ

,

and, by applying (Struct-Cxt-Par) N | M2 ≡ M1 | M2 and N ′ | M2 ≡ M ′1 |
M2 as required.
Suppose that M −→ JM ′Kθ is due to the application of the rule (R-Res). If
we consider M ≡ (νc)M1 and M ′ ≡ (νc)M ′1:

M1 −→ JM ′1Kθ
(νc)M1 −→ J(νc)M ′1Kθ

.

By induction hypothesis ∃N ≡ M1 and N ′ ≡ M ′1 such that N
τ−→ JN ′Kθ,

then by applying rule (Res), since Chan(τ) 6= c we get:

N
τ−→ JN ′Kθ

(νc)N
τ−→ J(νc)N ′Kθ

,

and, by applying (Struct-Cxt-Res) and (Struct-Trans) (νc)N ≡ M and
(νc)N ′ ≡M ′ as required.

Suppose that M −→ JM ′Kθ is due to the application of the rule (Bcast). It
means:

∀i ∈ I.d(l, li) ≤ r
n[c̄L,r〈ṽ〉.P ]l |

∏
i∈I ni[c(x̃i).Pi]li−→Jn[P ]l |

∏
i∈I ni[Pi{ṽ/x̃i}]liK∆

.

By applying rule (Snd), (Rcv), | I | times rule (Bcast) and, finally rule
(Lose), we get

n[c̄L,r〈ṽ〉.P ]l |
∏
i∈I

ni[c(x̃i).Pi]li
τ−→Jn[P ]l |

∏
i∈I

ni[Pi{ṽ/x̃i}]liK∆,

as required.
Finally let suppose that the reduction M −→ JM ′Kθ is due to an application
of rule (R-Struct):

M ≡ N N−→JN ′Kθ N ′ ≡M ′

M−→JM ′Kθ
.

By induction hypothesis there exists N1 ≡ N and N2 ≡ N ′ such that N1
τ−→

JN2Kθ. Then, by applying the rule for structural congruence (Struct Trans)
we get M ≡ N ≡ N1 and M ′ ≡ N ′ ≡ N2, as required.
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2. The second part of the theorem follows straightforwardly from Lemma 1 and
the definition of Barb. If M ↓c@K , by the definition of Barb:
M ≡ (νd̃)(n[c̄L,r〈ṽ〉.P ]l | M1), for some n, ṽ, L, r, some (possibly empty)

sequence d̃ with c /∈ d̃, some process P and some (possibly empty) network
M1, with K ⊆ {k ∈ L s.t. d(l, k) ≤ r} and K 6= ∅.
By applying the rules (Snd) and (Par) we obtain:

n[c̄L,r〈ṽ〉.P ]l
cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→ Jn[P ]lK∆

n[c̄L,r〈ṽ〉.P ]l |M1
cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→ Jn[P ]l |M1K∆

;

then we can apply rule (Obs):

n[c̄L,r〈ṽ〉.P ]l |M1
c!ṽ@K/R−−−−−−→ Jn[P ]l |M1K∆,

where R = {l′ ∈ Loc : d(l, l′) ≤ r}, as required.

If M
c!ṽ@K/R−−−−−−→ JM ′K∆, because M

cL!ṽ![l,r]−−−−−→ JM ′K∆, by applying lemma 1
then there exists n, some (possibly empty) sequence d̃ such that c /∈ d̃, some
process P , some (possibly empty) network M1 and a set I, such that ∀i ∈ I
d(l, li) ≤ r such that:

M ≡ (νd̃)(n[c̄L,r〈ṽ〉.P ]l|
∏
i∈I

ni[c(x̃i).Pi]li |M1)

and
M ′ ≡ (νd̃)(n[P ]l|

∏
i∈I

ni[Pi{ṽ/x̃i}]li |M1).

Since K 6= ∅, by applying the definition of barb we conclude M ↓c@K .
3. The third part of the theorem is proved by induction on the derivation
M

τ−→ JM ′Kθ.
Suppose that M

τ−→ JM ′Kθ is due to an application of the rule (Move), that
means:

n[P ]l
τ−→ Jn[P ]lKµnl

,

hence , by applying (R-Move) we get:

n[P ]l−→Jn[P ]lKµnl
.

If M
τ−→ JM ′Kθ is due to an application of (Lose):

M
cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→ JM ′K∆
M

τ−→JM ′K∆
.

By applying Lemma 1, there exist n, ṽ, a (possibly empty) sequence d̃ such
that c /∈ d̃, a process P , a (possibly empty) network M1 and a (possibly
empty) set I such that ∀i ∈ I d(l, li) ≤ r, such that:

M ≡ (νd̃)(n[c̄L,r〈ṽ〉.P ]l|
∏
i∈I

ni[c(x̃i).Pi]li |M1)
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and

M ′ ≡ (νd̃)(n[c̄L,r〈ṽ〉.P ]l|
∏
i∈i

ni[Pi{ṽ/x̃i}]li |M1).

Finally, by applying rule (R-Bcast), (R-Res) and (R-Struct) we get M −→
JM ′Kθ.
Suppose that M

τ−→ JM ′Kθ is due to the application of (Res):

M1
τ−→ JM ′1Kθ

(νc)M1
τ−→ J(νc)M ′1Kθ

.

By induction hypothesis M1 −→ JM ′1Kθ, hence, by applying rule (R-Res) we

get (νc)M1 −→ J(νc)M ′1Kθ.
Finally, suppose that M

τ−→ JM ′Kθ is due to the application of (Par):

M1
τ−→ JM ′1Kθ

M1|M2
τ−→ JM ′1|M2Kθ

.

By induction hypothesis M1 −→ JM ′1Kθ, hence, by applying rule (R-Par) we

get M1|M2 −→ JM ′1|M2Kθ.
The proof of the other cases is similar.

4. The last part of the theorem follows from the definition of barb and Lemma

1. Formally, since M
c!ṽ@K/R−−−−−−→ JM ′K∆ because M

cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→ JM ′K∆ for some
location l, radius r and set L of intended recipients, by applying Lemma 1,
exist n, a (possibly empty) sequence d̃ with c /∈ d̃, a process P , a (possibly
empty) network M1 and a (possibly empty) set I such that:

M ≡ (νd̃)(n[c̄L,r〈ṽ〉.P ]l |
∏
i∈I

ni[c(x̃i).Pi]li |M1)

and

M ′ ≡ (νd̃)(n[P ]l |
∏
i∈I

ni[Pi{ṽ/x̃i}]li |M1).

Then, by applying the rule (R-Bcast), (R-Par) and (R-Res) we get:

(νd̃)(n[c̄L,r〈ṽ〉.P ]l |
∏
i∈I

ni[c(x̃i).Pi]li |M1)

−→

J(νd̃)(n[P ]l |
∏
i∈I

ni[Pi{ṽ/x̃i}]li |M1)K∆,

and, by applying (R-Struct), we obtain M −→ JM ′K∆, as required.
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3.3 Probabilistic labelled bisimilarity

Based on the LTS semantics, we define a probabilistic labelled bisimilarity that
is a complete characterisation of our probabilistic observational congruence. It is
built upon the following actions:

α ::= c?ṽ@l | c!ṽ@K / R | τ.

Again, we write M
α−→θ N if M

α−→ JM ′Kθ and N is in the support of JM ′Kθ.
A labelled execution e of a network M is a finite (or infinite) sequence of steps:

M
α1−→θ1 M1

α2−→θ2 M2...
αk−−→θk Mk. With abuse of notation, we define ExecM ,

last(e), ej and e↑ as for unlabeled executions. We denote by lbehave(M) the set

of all possible behaviors of M , i.e., lbehave(M) = {(α, JM ′Kθ) | M
α−→ JM ′Kθ}.

Labelled executions arise by resolving the non-determinism of both α and JMKθ.
As a consequence, a scheduler2 for the labelled semantics is a function F as-
signing to a finite labelled execution e a pair (α, JMKθ) ∈ lbehave(last(e)). We
denote by LSched the set of all schedulers for the LTS semantics. Given a net-
work M and a scheduler F , we define ExecFM as the set of all labelled executions
starting from M and driven by F .

Since we are interested in weak observational equivalences, that abstract over
τ -actions, we introduce the notion of weak action.

Definition 7 (Weak Action). The definition of weak action is the following:

• =⇒ is the transitive and reflexive closure of
τ−→.

• c?ṽ@k
=⇒ denotes =⇒ c?ṽ@k−−−−→=⇒

• c!ṽ@K/R
=⇒ denotes =⇒ c!ṽ@K/R−−−−−−→=⇒.

We denote by
α̂

=⇒ the weak action
α

=⇒ if α 6= τ , and =⇒ otherwise.
We denote by ExecFM (

α
=⇒, H) the set of executions that, starting from M ,

according to the scheduler F , lead to a network in the set H by performing
α

=⇒.
Moreover, we define ProbFM (

α
=⇒, H) = ProbFM (ExecFM (

α
=⇒, H)).

Since we want our bisimulation to be a complete characterisation of our
notion of behavioural equivalence, which has been defined with respect to a
restricted set of scheduler F ⊆ Sched on Reduction semantics, we have to the
corresponding set of schedulers for LTS.

Definition 8. Given a set of schedulers F ⊆ Sched, we denote as F̂ ⊆ LSched
its correspondent set for the LTS semantic:
∀F̂ ∈ LSched, F̂ ∈ F̂ iff ∃F ∈ F such that:

∀O ∈ N , ∀e ∈ ExecF̂O:

e = O
α1−→θ1 O1...

αk−−→θk Ok

∃e′ ∈ ExecFO:

e′ = O −→θ1 O1... −→θk Ok

2 With abuse of notation, we still use F to denote a scheduler for the LTS semantics.
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Definition 9. Given a set of networks M and a set of schedulers F̂ , we define
F̂M the largest subset of LSched, satisfying the following properties:
∀F ∈ F̂M, F ∈ F̂ or ∃F ′ ∈ F̂ such that, ∀C0[·] and ∀O0 ≡ M0 for some

M0 ∈M:
∀e ∈ ExecFC0[O0]:

e = C0[O0]
α1−→θ1 C1[O1]...

αk−−→θk Ck[Ok]
∃e′ ∈ ExecF ′

M0
:

e′ = M0
β1−→θ′1

M1...
βh−→θ′h

Mh

such that

(i) ∀i ∈ [1− h] ∃j ∈ [1− k] such that
1. Mi−1 ≡ Oj−1

2. Mi ≡ Oj
3. θ′i = θj and
4. if Cj−1[0] ≡ Cj [0] then βi = αj

otherwise βi = τ or βi = c!ṽ@K / R for some channel c, some message
ṽ and some K ⊆ R sets of locations.

(ii) ∀j ∈ [1 − k] such that Oj−1 6≡ Oj, ∃i ≤ j such that (i).1, (i).2, (i).3, (i).4
hold.

Proposition 1.
1. Sched{0} = Sched

2. Ŝched{0} = LSched

Proof. 1. We have that, ∀F ∈ Sched, ∀M0 ∈ N , ∀e ∈ ExecFM0|0:

e = M0 | 0 −→θ1 M1 | 0... −→θk Mk | 0

e′ = 0 ∈ ExecF0 , as required.

2. We have that, ∀F̂ ∈ LSched, ∃F̂ ′ ∈ Ŝched such that, ∀M0 ∈ N , ∀e ∈
ExecF̂M0|0:

e = M0 | 0
α1−→θ1 M1 | 0...

αk−−→θk Mk | 0

e′ = 0 ∈ ExecF̂ ′

0 , as required.

Following we will give the definition of probabilistic labelled bisimilarity with
respect to a given set of schedulers. Two conditions are necessary in our defini-
tion: the first for output and silent actions and the second for the input ones,
since input in our model is not an observable action, hence two systems are
considered equivalent even if they do not have the same behavior in terms of
transmissions receptions.

Definition 10 (Probabilistic Labelled Bisimulation). Let M and N be two
networks. An equivalence relation R over networks is a probabilistic labelled
bisimulation w.r.t. F̂M if MRN implies: for all scheduler F ∈ F̂M there exists
a scheduler F ′ ∈ F̂M such that for all α and for all classes C in N/R it holds:
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1. if α 6= c?ṽ@l then ProbFM (
α−→, C) = ProbF

′

N (
α̂

=⇒ C);

2. if α = c?ṽ@l then either ProbFM (
α−→, C) = ProbF

′

N (
α

=⇒, C) or

ProbFM (
α−→, C) = ProbF

′

N (=⇒, C).

Probabilistic labelled bisimilarity, written ≈F̂M
p , is the largest probabilistic la-

belled bisimulation w.r.t. F̂M over networks.

Proposition 2. Let M and N be two networks. If MRN for some bisimulation
R w.r.t F̂M, then for or all scheduler F ∈ F̂M there exists a scheduler F ′ ∈ F̂M
such that for all α and for all classes C in N/R it holds:

1. if α 6= c?ṽ@l then ProbFM (
α̂

=⇒, C) = ProbF
′

N (
α̂

=⇒ C);

2. if α = c?ṽ@l then either ProbFM (
α̂

=⇒, C) = ProbF
′

N (
α

=⇒, C) or

ProbFM (
α

=⇒, C) = ProbF
′

N (=⇒, C).

Proof. We proceed by induction on the lenght of the weak transition
α̂

=⇒.
If M reaches C in one step then, since MRN , ∃F ′ ∈ F̂M such that:

if α 6= c?ṽ@l, ProbFM (
α−→, C) = ProbF

′

N (
α̂

=⇒, C), while, if α = c?ṽ@l P robFM (
α−→

, C) = ProbF
′

N (
α

=⇒, C), or ProbFM (
α−→, C) = ProbF

′

N (=⇒, C), as required.
If M reaches C in more steps then we consider two cases:

– The first transition is α, and M
α−→ JM ′Kθ.

ProbFM (
α̂

=⇒, C) =
∑
M̂∈spt(JM ′Kθ)(Prob

F
M (

α−→, M̂)× ProbF
M̂

(=⇒, C)).
Now, if we partition the support of JM ′Kθ in equivalence classes of R, ∃I
such that ∀i ∈ I Ci ∈ N/R, spt(JM ′Kθ) ∩ Ci 6= ∅, and spt(JM ′Kθ) ⊆

⋃
i∈I Ci.

We get:

ProbFM (
α̂

=⇒, C) =
∑
i∈I(Prob

F
M (

α−→, Ci)× ProbFRepCi (=⇒, C)),
where RepCi is a representative element of the equivalence class Ci. Since

MRN ∃F̄ ∈ F̂M such that, ∀i ∈ I: if α 6= c?ṽ@l P robFM (
α−→, Ci) = ProbF̄N (

α̂
=⇒

, Ci), while, if α = c?ṽ@l P robFM (
α−→, Ci) = ProbF̄N (

α
=⇒, Ci), or ProbFM (

α−→
, Ci) = ProbF̄N (=⇒, Ci).
Now, if we take F ′ ∈ LSched such that, ∀e such that e ≤prefix e′ ∈
ExecF̄N (

α̂
=⇒, Ci), F ′(e) = F̄ (e), and ∀e such that e ≤prefix e′ ∈ ExecFRepCi (=⇒

, C) F ′(e) = F (e), then, since F ′ is a composition of F and F̄ , both elements
of F̂M, by Definition 9 F ′ ∈ F̂M too and we get, if α 6= c?ṽ@l,

ProbFM (
α̂

=⇒, C) =
∑
i∈I(Prob

F
M (

α−→, Ci)× ProbFRepCi (=⇒, C))

=
∑
i∈I(Prob

F ′

N (
α̂

=⇒, Ci)×ProbF
′

RepCi
(=⇒, C)) = ProbF

′

N (
α̂

=⇒, C),
while, if α = c?ṽ@l:
ProbFM (

α
=⇒, C) =

∑
i∈I(Prob

F
M (

α−→, Ci)× ProbFRepCi (=⇒, C))
=
∑
i∈I(Prob

F ′

N (
α

=⇒, Ci)×ProbF
′

RepCi
(=⇒, C)) = ProbF

′

N (
α

=⇒, C),
or

=
∑
i∈I(Prob

F ′

N (=⇒, Ci)×ProbF
′

RepCi
(=⇒, C)) = ProbF

′

N (=⇒, C),
as required.
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– The first transition is a τ , and M
τ−→ JM ′Kθ.

The proof is analogous to the first item.

Proposition 3. Let R = (
⋃
i∈I Ri)∗, where Ri are Probabilistic Labelled Bisim-

ulations w.r.t. F̂M. Then R is a Probabilistic Labelled Bisimulation w.r.t. F̂M.

Proof. Each relation Ri partition the set N in equivalence classes. If (M,N) ∈
Ri, that means (M,N) ∈ R, by definition of R. Given then an equivalence
class Ci ∈ N/Ri, this is wholly contained in an equivalence class C ∈ N/R. By
partitioning the equivalence class C with a set of equivalence classes for Ri, we
can then deduce the existence of a set J such that: C =

⋃
j∈J Cij .

Now, let consider (M,N) ∈ R. That means (M,N) ∈ (
⋃
i∈I Ri)∗, and

(M,N) ∈ (
⋃
i∈I Ri)n for some n > 0.

We will prove by induction over n that R is a probabilistic labelled bisimu-
lation w.r.t. F̂ .

– n = 1.
If n = 1, (M,N) ∈ (

⋃
i∈I Ri)1 means that for some i ∈ I, (M,N) ∈ Ri. We

have that, ∀F ∈ F̂M, ∃F ′ ∈ F̂M s.t. ∀α, C ∈ N/R :

If α 6= c?ṽ@l then ProbFM (
α−→, C) =

∑
j∈JProb

F
M (

α−→, Cij)
=
∑
j∈JProb

F ′

N (
α̂

=⇒, Cij) = ProbF
′

N (
α̂

=⇒, C),
as required.
If α = c?ṽ@l then:
ProbFM (

α−→, C) =
∑
j∈JProb

F
M (

α−→, Cij)
=
∑
j∈JProb

F ′

N (
α

=⇒, Cij) = ProbF
′

N (
α

=⇒, C),
or
ProbFM (

α−→, C) =
∑
j∈JProb

F
M (

α−→, Cij)
=
∑
j∈JProb

F ′

N (=⇒, Cij) = ProbF
′

N (=⇒, C),
as required.

– n > 1.
(M,N) ∈ (

⋃
i∈I Ri)n means that ∃i ∈ I such that MRi(

⋃
i∈I Ri)n−1N , and

that ∃O ∈ N such that, (M,O) ∈ Ri and (O,N) ∈ (
⋃
i∈I Ri)n−1.

(M,O) ∈ Ri implies that, ∀F ∈ F̂M ∃F1 ∈ F̂M such that ∀C ∈ N/R and
∀α:
If α 6= c?ṽ@l then ProbFM (

α−→, C) =
∑
j∈JProb

F
M (

α−→, Cij)
=
∑
j∈JProb

F1

O (
α̂

=⇒, Cij) = ProbF1

O (
α̂

=⇒, C),
while, if α = c?ṽ@l then:
ProbFM (

α−→, C) =
∑
j∈JProb

F
M (

α−→, Cij)
=
∑
j∈JProb

F1

O (
α

=⇒, Cij) = ProbF1

O (
α

=⇒, C),
or
ProbFM (

α−→, C) =
∑
j∈JProb

F
M (

α−→, Cij)
=
∑
j∈JProb

F1

O (=⇒, Cij) = ProbF1

O (=⇒, C).
By induction hypothesis, ∀m < n, (

⋃
i∈I Ri)m is a bisimulation w.r.t. F̂M,

hence (
⋃
i∈I Ri)n−1 is a bisimulation w.r.t. F̂M. Again, since for each (P,Q) ∈
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(
⋃
i∈I Ri)n−1, (P,Q) ∈ R, each equivalence class of (

⋃
i∈I Ri)n−1 is wholly

contained in an equivalence class for R and we can then partition C with
a set of equivalence classes in (

⋃
i∈I Ri)n−1, that means ∃J ′ such that

C =
⋃
j∈J′ Cj where Cj ∈ N/(

⋃
i∈I Ri)n−1 ∀j ∈ J ′.

By Proposition 2 and by Definition 9 we finally get that ∃F ′ ∈ F̂M such
that ∀C ∈ N/R and ∀α, if α 6= c?ṽ@l:

ProbFM (
α−→, C) = ProbF1

O (
α̂

=⇒, C) =
∑
j∈J′Prob

F1

O (
α̂

=⇒, Cj)
=
∑
j∈J′ProbF

′

N (
α̂

=⇒, Cj) = ProbF
′

N (
α̂

=⇒, C),
while, if α = c?ṽ@l then there are three different possibilities:
ProbFM (

α−→, C) = ProbF1

O (
α

=⇒, C) =
∑
j∈J′Prob

F1

O (
α

=⇒, Cj)
=
∑
j∈J′ProbF

′

N (
α

=⇒, Cj) = ProbF
′

N (
α

=⇒, C),
ProbFM (

α−→, C) = ProbF1

O (
α

=⇒, C) =
∑
j∈J′Prob

F1

O (
α

=⇒, Cj)
=
∑
j∈JProb

F ′

N (=⇒, Cj) = ProbF
′

O (=⇒, C),
or
ProbFM (

α−→, C) = ProbF1

O (=⇒, C) =
∑
j∈J′Prob

F1

O (=⇒, Cj)
=
∑
j∈JProb

F ′

N (=⇒, Cj) = ProbF
′

O (=⇒, C).

3.4 A complete characterisation

We show that our probabilistic labelled bisimilarity is a complete characterisa-
tion of the probabilistic observational congruence of Definition 6.

Theorem 2 (Soundness). Let M and N be two networks. We show that if

M ≈F̂M
p N then M ∼=FM

p N.

Proof. In order to prove that probabilistic labelled bisimilarity ≈F̂M
p is a sound

characterisation of probabilistic observational congruence ∼=FM
p we have to prove

that ≈F̂M
p is:

1 . probabilistic barb preserving
2 . reduction closed
3 . contextual.

1 . To prove that probabilistic labelled bisimilarity ≈F̂M
p is barb preserving

we have to show that if M ≈F̂M
p N then, for each scheduler F ∈ FM, for each

channel c and for each set K of locations such that M⇓Fp c@K, there exists

F ′ ∈ FM such that N⇓F
′

p c@K. This follows from the definition of probabilistic
barb, Theorem 1 and Proposition 2.

Assume thatM⇓Fp c@K for some F ∈ FM. Then, by definition of probabilistic

barb, we have ProbFM (H) = p, where H = {M ′ : M ′ ↓c@K}. We can partition H

with a set of equivalence classes with respect to ≈F̂M
p . Formally, ∃J such that

H ⊆ ∪j∈JCj , ∀j ∈ J Cj ∈ N/ ∼=FM
p and H ∩ Cj 6= ∅. Hence:

ProbFM (H) =
∑
e∈ExecFM (H)P

F
M (e) =

∑
j∈JProb

F
M (Cj) = p.
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By Theorem 1 and by Definition 9 there exists F̂ ∈ F̂M such that ∀j ∈ J :

ProbFM (Cj) = ProbF̂M (=⇒, C′j)
where C′j = Cj ∪ {M̂ | ∃M̂ ′ ∈ Cj and M̂ ≡ M̂ ′};

Now, since ∀M̂ such that M̂ ≡ M̂ ′ ∈ Cj , by applying rule (R-Struct) and by

Definition 4 M̂ ∼=FM
p M̂ ′, we get {M̂ : M̂ ≡ M̂ ′ ∈ Cj} ⊆ Cj , that means C′j = Cj

∀j ∈ J . Hence we get:∑
j∈JProb

F
M (Cj) =

∑
j∈JProb

F̂
M (=⇒, Cj).

Since M ≈F̂M
p N , there exists F̂ ′ ∈ F̂M such that, by Proposition 2, for all

j ∈ J :

ProbF̂M (=⇒, Cj) = ProbF̂
′

N (=⇒, Cj).
We then have:

p =
∑
j∈JProb

F̂ ′
N (=⇒, Cj).

Again, by Theorem 1, Proposition 2 and Definition 4, there exists F ′ ∈ FM such
that for all j ∈ J :

ProbF̂
′

N (=⇒, Cj) = ProbF
′

N (Cj) and

p =
∑
j∈JProb

F̂ ′
N (=⇒, Cj) =

∑
i∈JProb

F ′

N (Cj) = ProbF
′

N (H), that means

N⇓F
′

p c@K as required.

2 . To prove that probabilistic labelled bisimilarity ≈F̂M
p is reduction cloesd,

we have to show that if M ≈F̂p N , then for all F ∈ FM, there exists F ′ ∈ FM
such that for all classes C ∈ N/RFM , ProbFM (C) = ProbF

′

N (C).
By Theorem 1 and by Definition 9 we deduce that ∃F̂ ∈ F̂M such that

ProbFM (C) = ProbF̂M (=⇒, C′), where C′ = C ∪ {M̂ : M̂ ≡ M̂ ′ ∈ C}, but since

∀M̂ such that M̂ ≡ M̂ ′ ∈ C, by applying rule (R-Struct) and by Definition 4
M̂ ∼=FM

p M̂ ′ and we get {M̂ : M̂ ≡ M̂ ′ ∈ C} ⊆ C, that means C′ = C.
By Proposition 2 we have that ∃F̂ ′ ∈ F̂M such that ProbF̂M (=⇒, C) =

ProbF̂
′

N (=⇒, C).
Finally, by Theorem 1 and by Definitions 9 and 4 , ∃F ′ ∈ FM such that

ProbF̂
′

N (=⇒, C) = ProbF
′

N (C), as required.

3 . In order to prove that probabilistic labelled bisimilarity ≈F̂M
p is contextual

we have to prove that, if M ≈F̂M
p N :

1. M | O ≈F̂M
p N | O ∀O ∈ N .

2. (νd)M ≈F̂M
p (νd)N ∀d ∈ C.

Case 1.

Let consider the relation R = {(M | O,N | O) : M ≈F̂M
p N}.

We prove that for all scheduler F ∈ F̂M there exists a scheduler F ′ ∈ F̂M
such that for all α and for all classes C in N/≈F̂M

p :

1. if α = τ then ProbFM |O(
τ−→, C) = ProbF

′

N |O(=⇒, C).
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If P,Q ∈ C, then, by definition of R, P ≡ P̄ | Ō, Q ≡ Q̄ | Ō and P̄ ≈F̂M
p Q̄.

But then there exists D ∈ N/ ≈F̂M
p such that D = {P̄ : P̄ | Ō ∈ C}. Now

we have three cases to consider:

(i) if M | O τ−→ JM | O′Kθ because O
τ−→ JO′Kθ the proof is simple,

because for all M̄ in the support of JM | O′Kθ such that M̄ ∈ C, it holds

M̄ ≡ M | O′′ and, since M ≈F̂p N , N | O′′ ∈ C too, by definition of R.

Hence there exists F ′ ∈ F̂M such that, by applying rule (Par) to the

action O
τ−→ JO′Kθ:

ProbFM |O(
τ−→, C) = ProbF

′

N |O(=⇒, C).

(ii) If M | O τ−→ JM ′ | OKθ because M
τ−→ JM ′Kθ, by Definition 9 there

exists a scheduler F1 ∈ F̂M such that ProbFM |O(
τ−→, C) = ProbF1

M (
τ−→,D).

But since M ≈F̂M
p N , there exists F2 ∈ F̂M such that ProbF1

M (
τ−→,D) =

ProbF2

N (=⇒,D). For each execution:

N
τ−→θ1 N1...

τ−→θk Nk ∈ Exec
F1

N (=⇒,D),

there exists a scheduler F ′ ∈ LSched such that, by applying rule (Par)
to each step in e:

N | O τ−→θ1 N1 | O...
τ−→θk Nk | O ∈ ExecF

′

N |O(=⇒, C).

By Definition 9 we get F ′ ∈ F̂M and

ProbF2

N (=⇒,D) = ProbF
′

N |O(=⇒, C).

(iii) If M | O τ−→ M ′ | O′ due to a synchronization between M and O,
then there are two cases to consider.

If M
cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→ JM ′K∆ and O

c?ṽ@k−−−−→ JO′K∆, for some message ṽ, channel
c, locations l, k and radius r, such that d(l, k) ≤ r, we can apply rule

(Obs) obtaining M
c!ṽ@K/R−−−−−−→M ′ for some K ⊆ L and for some R, with

k ∈ R. Therefore, by Definition 9 there exists F1 ∈ F̂M such that:

ProbFM |O(
τ−→, C) = ProbF1

M (
c!ṽ@K/R−−−−−−→,D).

From the fact that N ≈F̂M
p M , there exists F2 ∈ F̂M such that

ProbF1

M (
c!ṽ@K/R−−−−−−→,D) = ProbF2

N (
c!ṽ@K/R

=⇒ ,D),

where each execution e in ExecF2

N (
c!ṽ@K/R

=⇒ ,D) is of the form

e = N
τ−→θ1 N1

τ−→θ2 ...Ni−1
c!ṽ@K/R−−−−−−→∆ Ni

τ−→θi+1
... N ′,
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with k ∈ R. That means Ni−1
c!ṽ[l′,r′]−−−−−→∆ Ni for some l′ and r′ such

that d(l′, l′′) ≤ r′ ∀l′′ ∈ R. Since k ∈ R d(l′, k) ≤ r′ and we can apply

rule (Bcast) obtaining Ni−1 | O
c!ṽ[l′,r′]−−−−−→∆ Ni | O′ without changing

probability. Finally if we take F ′ ∈ LSched which applies rule (Lose) to
each output action, by Definition 9 we deduce F ′ ∈ F̂M and we obtain
the required result:

ProbF2

N (
c!ṽ@K/R

=⇒ ,D) = ProbF
′

N |O(=⇒, C).

If M
c?ṽ@k−−−−→ JM ′K∆ and O

cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→ JO′K∆, for some message ṽ, channel
c, locations l, k and radius r, such that d(l, k) ≤ r, then by Definition
8 we deduce M 6∈ {M1, ...,Mn}, otherwise there may exists F ∈ F̂M
such that M −→ JM ′K∆, that is not allowed by reduction rules. Hence,
by Definition 9 ∃F1 ∈ F̂M such that:

ProbFM |O(
τ−→, C) = ProbF1

M (
c?ṽ@k−−−−→,D),

and, since M ≈F̂M
p N , there exists F2 ∈ F̂M such that

ProbF1

M (
c?ṽ@k−−−−→,D) = ProbF2

N (
c?ṽ@k
=⇒ ,D)

or
ProbF1

M (
c?ṽ@k−−−−→,D) = ProbF2

N (=⇒,D).

In the first case, since by hypothesis k ∈ R, also N is able to synchronize
with O, for all executions

e = N
τ−→θ1 N1

τ−→θ2 ...Ni−1
c?ṽ@k−−−−→∆ Ni

τ−→θi+1
...N ′ ∈ ExecF2

N (
c?ṽ@k
=⇒ ,D),

since by hypothesis d(l, k) ≤ r, by applying rule (Bcast) we get Ni−1 |
O

cL!ṽ[l.r]−−−−−→ Ni | O′, and there exists a matching execution:

N | O τ−→θ1 N1 | O
τ−→θ2 ...Ni−1 | O

cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→∆ Ni | O′
τ−→θi+1

...N ′ | O′.

Hence there exists F ′ ∈ F̂M such that, for all e ∈ ExecF2

N (
c?ṽ@k
=⇒ ,D), by

applying rule (Lose) we get:

e′ = N | O τ−→θ1 N1 | O
τ−→θ2 ...Ni−1 | O

τ−→θi Ni | O′
τ−→θi+1 ...N

′ | O′

with e′ ∈ ExecF ′

N |O(=⇒, C). Finally, since the synchronization does not
change the probabilities:

ProbF2

N (
c?ṽ@k
=⇒ ,D) = ProbF

′

N |O(=⇒, C).
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If N is not able to receive the message the proof is analogous, because
∃F ′ ∈ F̂M such that, for each execution of ExecF1

N (=⇒,D):

N
τ−→θ1 N1...

τ−→θk Nk,
by applying rule (Par) to each step:

N | O τ−→θ1 N1 | O...
τ−→θk Nk | O,

and by applying rule (Bcast) and (Lose) to O, and then (Par) to O | Nk,
we get:
N | O τ−→θ1 N1 | O...

τ−→θk Nk | O
τ−→∆ Nk | O′ ∈ ExecF

′

N |O(=⇒, C),
hence, since the output of O does not change the probabilities of the
executions, we get:

ProbF2

N (=⇒,D) = ProbF
′

N |O(=⇒, C).

2. if α = c!ṽ@K / R then ProbFM |O(
c!ṽ@K/R−−−−−−→, C) = ProbF

′

N |O(
c!ṽ@K/R

=⇒ , C). The

proof is analogous to point (iii) of the previous item.

3. if α = c?ṽ@k then ProbFM |O(
α−→, C) = ProbF

′

N |O(
α

=⇒, C) or ProbFM |O(
α−→, C) =

ProbF
′

N |O(=⇒, C).
If P,Q ∈ C, then by definition of R, P ≡ P̄ | Ō, Q ≡ Q̄ | Ō and P̄ ≈F̂M

p Q̄.

But then there exists D ∈ N/ ≈F̂M
p such that D = {P̄ : P̄ | Ō ∈ C}. Now

we have two cases to consider:

(i) The transition is due to an action performed by O, hence O
α−→∆ O′

and M | O′ ∈ C. But since M ≈F̂M
p N , then also N | O′ ∈ C, and, by

Definition 9 there exists F ′ ∈ F̂M such that by applying rule (Par) to

O
α−→ O′, we get N | O α−→ N | O′ obtaining:

ProbFM |O(
α−→, C) = ProbF

′

N |O(
α

=⇒, C).

(ii) The transition is due to an action performed by M, in this case,

by Definition 9 there exixts F1 ∈ F̂M such that: ProbFM |O(
α−→, C) =

ProbF1

M (
α−→,D). FromM ≈F̂p N , there exists F2 ∈ F̂M such that ProbF1

M (
α−→

,D) = ProbF2

N (
α

=⇒,D), or ProbF1

M (
α−→,D) = ProbF2

N (=⇒,D).

In both cases, for each e ∈ ExecF1

N (
α̂

=⇒,D):

e = N
α1−→θ1 N1...

αk−−→θk Nk
by applying rule (Par) to each step we get:

N | O α1−→θ1 N1 | O...
αk−−→θk Nk | O.

Hence, by Definition 9, ∃F ′ ∈ F̂M such that: ProbF2

N (
α

=⇒,D) = ProbF
′

N |O(
α

=⇒
, C), or ProbF2

N (=⇒,D) = ProbF
′

N |O(=⇒, C) as required.

Case 2.
Let consider now the relation S = {((νd)M, (νd)N) : M ≈F̂M

p N}.
Let consider C: if P,Q ∈ C, then by definition of S P ≡ (νd̄)P̄ , Q ≡ (νd̄)Q̄

and P̄ ≈F̂M
p Q̄. But then ∃D ∈ N/ ≈F̂M

p such that D = {P̄ : (νd̄)P̄ ∈ C}.
We have to prove that, ∀F ∈ F̂M, ∃F ′ ∈ F̂M sucht that, ∀C ∈ N/S, ∀α:
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1. α = τ implies that ProbF(νd)M (
τ−→, C) = ProbF

′

(νd)N (=⇒, C).
Since Chan(τ) = ⊥, by Definition 9 ∃F1 ∈ F̂M such that ProbF(νd)M (

τ−→, C) =

ProbF1

M (
τ−→,D) and, since M ≈F̂M

p N , ∃F2 ∈ F̂M such that: ProbF1

M (
τ−→,D) =

ProbF2

N (=⇒,D).

Finally we can take F ′ ∈ LSched mimicking the executions in ExecF2

N (=⇒
,D) when applying the restriction on N . By Definition 9 we deduce F ′ ∈ F̂M,
hence:

ProbF2

N (=⇒,D) = ProbF
′

(νd)N (=⇒, C).

2. α = c!ṽ@K / R

Since Chan(c!ṽ@K/R) 6= d, by Definition 9 ∃F1 ∈ F̂M such that ProbF(νd)M (
α−→

, C) = ProbF1

M (
α−→,D), then sinceM ≈F̂M

p N , ∃F2 ∈ F̂M such that ProbF1

M (
α−→

,D) = ProbF
′

N (
α

=⇒,D). Therefore, since Chan(α) 6= d, ∃F ′ ∈ F̂M such that:

ProbF2

N (
α

=⇒,D) = ProbF2

(νd)N (
α

=⇒, C).

3. α = c?ṽ@k

Again, since Chan(c?ṽ@k) 6= d, by Definition 9 ∃F1 ∈ F̂M such that ProbF(νd)M (
α−→

, C) = ProbF1

M (
α−→,D). Since M ≈F̂M

p N , there exists F2 ∈ F̂M such that

ProbF1

M (
α−→,D) = ProbF2

N (
α

=⇒,D) or ProbF1

M (
α−→,D) = ProbF2

N (=⇒,D). if N
is not able to receive ṽ. In both cases we can apply rule (Res) to N, since
Chan(τ) = ⊥ and Chan(c?ṽ@k) 6= d. Therefore, there exists F ′ ∈ F̂M such

that the required result holds, that is ProbF2

N (
α

=⇒,D) = ProbF
′

(νd)N (
α

=⇒, C)
or ProbF2

N (=⇒,D) = ProbF
′

(νd)N (=⇒, C).

We finally prove that probabilistic labelled bisimilarity w.r.t. F̂M is a com-
plete characterisation of the probabilistic observational congruence w.r.t. FM of
Definition 6.

Theorem 3 (Completeness). If M ∼=FM
p N then M ≈F̂M

p N.

Proof. In order to prove the completeness of probabilistic labelled bisimilarity
we show that the relation R = {(M,N) : M ∼=FM

p N} is a Probabilistic Labelled
Bisimulation. This follows from Theorem 1 and Proposition 2.

We have to prove that, ∀F ∈ F̂M ∃F ′ ∈ F̂M such that, ∀C ∈ N/R, ∀α:

if α = τ then ProbFM (
τ−→, C) = ProbF

′

N (=⇒, C).
By Theorem 1 we know that ∃F̄ ∈ FM such that ProbFM (

τ−→, C) = ProbF̄M (C),
and, since M ∼=FM

p N , ∃F̄ ′ ∈ FM such that ProbF̂M (C) = ProbF̄
′

N (C). Again

by Theorem 1 and by Definition 9 ∃F ′ ∈ F̂M such that ProbF̂
′

N (C) =

ProbF
′

N (=⇒, C ∪ {N̄ ≡ N ′ ∈ C}), but since ∼=FM
p is closed under structural

equivalence, ∀N̄ ≡ N ′ ∈ C, N̄ ∈ C, hence: ProbFM (
τ−→, C) = ProbF

′

N (=⇒, C).
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if α = c!ṽ@K / R then ProbFM (
α−→, C) = ProbF

′

N (
α

=⇒, C).
First we notice that ProbFM (

c!ṽ@K/R−−−−−−→, C) is either 0 or 1.

If ProbFM (
c!ṽ@K/R−−−−−−→, C) = 0 we are done, because it will be enough to take any

scheduler F ′ ∈ F̂M not allowing observable output actions on the channel

c, and we get ProbFM (
c!ṽ@K/R−−−−−−→, C) = ProbF

′

N (
c!ṽ@K/R

=⇒ , C).
If ProbFM (

c!ṽ@K/R−−−−−−→, C) = 1, by Theorem 1 and by Definition 9 ∃F̄ ∈ FM
such that M⇓F̄1 c@K, and it means that ∃F̄ ′ ∈ FM such that N⇓F̄

′

1 c@K,
hence, again by Theorem 1 and by Definition 9 there exist F ′ ∈ F̂M and R′

such that K ⊆ R′ and ProbF̄
′

N (C) = ProbF
′

N (
c!ṽ@K/R′

=⇒ , C).
We proved that ∃R′ such that ProbFM (

c!ṽ@K/R−−−−−−→, C) = ProbF
′

N (
c!ṽ@K/R′

=⇒ , C),
now we want to show that R′ = R. In order to mimic the effect of the action
c!ṽ@K / R, we build the following context

C[·] =
∏n

i=1
(ni[c(x̃i).[x̃i = ṽ]f̄

(i)
ki,r
〈x̃i〉]ki | mi[f

(i)(ỹi).ōk
(i)
ki,r
〈ỹi〉]ki),

where R = {k1, ..., kn} and C[0] 6∈ {M1, ...,Mn}. Since M
c!ṽ@K/R−−−−−−→, then

the message is reachable by all nodes ni, hence, by Definition 9 ∃F̄1 ∈ FM
such that C[M ] −→

∗
M̂ , where

M̂ ≡M ′ |
∏n

i=1
(ni[0]ki | mi[ōk

(i)
ki,r
〈ṽi〉]ki

≡M ′ |
∏n

i=1
(mi[ōk

(i)
ki,r
〈ṽi〉]ki ,

with M̂ 6↓f(i)@R and M̂⇓F̄1
1 ok(i)@R, ∀i ∈ [1− n].

The absence of the barb on the channels f(i) together with the presence of
the barb on the channels ok(i) ensures that all the locations in R have been
able to receive the message. Since C[M ] ∼=FM

p C[N ], ∃F̄2 ∈ FM such that

ProbF̄1

C[M ](C
′) = ProbF̄2

C[N ](C
′) where M̂ ∈ C′.

Therefore, C[N ] −→
∗
N̂ with N̂ 6↓f(i)@R and N̂⇓F̄2

1 ok(i)@R. The constrains
on the barbs allow us to deduce that

N̂ ≡ N ′ |
∏n

i=1
(ni[0]ki | mi[ōk

(i)
ki,r

ṽi]ki)

≡ N ′ |
∏n

i=1
(mi[ōk

(i)
ki,r

ṽi]ki),

which implies N
c!ṽ@K/R

=⇒ N ′, or N =⇒ N ′ in case (Lose) has been applied to
the output action on the channel c. Since M̂, N̂ ∈ C, then M̂ ∼=FM

p N̂ , and

since ∼=FM
p is contextual, it results (νok(1)...ok(n))M̂ ∼=FM

p (νok(1)...ok(n))N̂ .
By applying (Struct Res Par):

(νok(1)...ok(n))M̂ ≡M ′ | (νok(1)...ok(n))
∏n

i=1
(mi[ōk

(i)
ki,r
〈ṽi〉]ki) ≡M ′
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and

(νok(1)...ok(n))N̂ ≡ N ′ | (νok(1)...ok(n))
∏n

i=1
(mi[ōk

(i)
ki,r
〈ṽi〉]ki) ≡ N ′,

and, since the network (νok(1)...ok(n))
∏n
i=1(mi[ōk

(i)
ki,r
〈ṽi〉]ki) is silent, we can

derive that M ′ ∼=FM
p N ′. But since N ′ ∈ C and N

c!ṽ@K/R
=⇒ N ′, by Definition

9 ∃F ′ ∈ F̂M such that:

ProbF
′

N (
c!ṽ@K/R

=⇒ , C) = 1 = ProbFM (
c!ṽ@K/R

=⇒ , C),

as required.
if α = c?ṽ@k then ProbFM (

α−→, C) = ProbF
′

N (
α

=⇒, C) or ProbF
′

N (=⇒, C).
There are two cases to consider. If M ∈ {M1, ...,Mn}, then by Definition 8,

there are no schedulers in F̂M allowing M
c?ṽ@k−−−−→, hence, by Definition 9,

ProbFM (
α−→, C) = 0 and it will be enough to take some scheduler F ′ ∈ F̂M

such that ProbF
′

N (
α

=⇒, C) = 0.

If M 6∈ {M1, ...,Mn}, we notice that ProbFM (
c?ṽ@k−−−−→, C) is either 0 or 1.

If ProbFM (
c?ṽ@k−−−−→, C) = 0 we are done, because it will be enough to take any

scheduler F ′ ∈ F̂M not allowing observable output actions on the channel

c, and we get ProbFM (
c?ṽ@k−−−−→, C) = ProbF

′

N (
c?ṽ@k
=⇒ , C).

If ProbFM (
c?ṽ@k−−−−→, C) = 1 we build the following context

C[·] = · | m[c̄k,r〈ṽ〉.f̄k,r〈ṽ〉.ōkk,r〈ṽ〉]k,

in order to mimic the behaviour of the networks, with δm = 0, r > 0 and

d(l, k) > r ∀l ∈ Loc such that l 6= k. Since M
c?ṽ@k−−−−→ M ′, by Definition 9

there exists a scheduler F1 ∈ FM such that:

C[M ] −→M ′ | m[ōkk,r〈ṽ〉]k ∈ ExecF1

C[M ],

with M ′ | m[ōkk,r〈ṽ〉]k 6↓f@k and M ′ | m[ōkk,r〈ṽ〉]k⇓F1
1 ok@k. The reduction

sequence above must be matched by a corresponding reduction sequence

C[N ] −→
∗
N ′ | m[ōkk,r〈ṽ〉]k, with

M ′ | m[ōkk,r〈ṽ〉]k ∼=FM
p N ′ | m[ōkk,r〈ṽ〉]k,

N ′ | m[ōkk,r〈ṽ〉]k 6↓f@k and N ′ | m[ōkk,r〈ṽ〉]k⇓F2
1 ok@k for some F2 ∈ FM.

This does not ensure that N actually performed the input action. We can

only conclude that there exists F ′ ∈ F̂M and N ′ such that either N
c?ṽ@k
=⇒ N ′

or N =⇒ N ′. Since M ′ | m[ōkk,r〈ṽ〉]k ∼=FM
p N ′ | m[ōkk,r〈ṽ〉]k and ∼=FM

p is
preserved by restriction it follows that

(νok)(M ′ | m[ōkk,r〈ṽ〉]k) ∼=FM
p (νok)(N ′ | m[ōkk,r〈ṽ〉]k),

and, by applying rule (Struct Res Par)

M ′ | (νok)m[ōkk,r〈ṽ〉]k ∼=FM
p N ′ | (νok)m[ōkk,r〈ṽ〉]k.
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Since (νok)m[ōkk,r〈ṽ〉]k is silent, we can easily derive M ′ ∼=FM
p N ′, that

means M ′, N ′ ∈ C and, by Definition 9 ∃F ′ ∈ F̂M such that:

ProbFM (
c?ṽ@k−−−−→, C) = 1 = ProbF

′

N (
c?ṽ@k
=⇒ , C)

or
ProbFM (

c?ṽ@k−−−−→, C) = 1 = ProbF
′

N (=⇒, C),

as required.

Proposition 4. ∼=Sched
p =≈LSchedp .

Proof. It follows straightforwardly from Proposition 1 and from Theorems 2 and
3.

4 Measuring Energy Consumption

In this section, based on the LTS semantics, we define a preorder over networks
which allows us to compare the average energy cost of different networks but
exhibiting the same connectivity behaviour. This property can be used to re-
place a network component with a less energy consuming one while maintaining
connectivity. For this purpose we associate an energy cost with LTS transitions
as follows:

Cost(M,N) =

 r if M
cL!ṽ[l,r]−−−−−→ JNK∆ for some c, L, ṽ, l

0 otherwise.

In other words, the energy cost to reach N from M in one single step is r if
M can reach N after firing on a channel of radius3 r regardless of the message
being transmitted is observable or not (or even lost). In the same way, if

e = M0
α1−→θ1 M1

α2−→θ2 M2...
αk−−→θk Mk

is an execution then

Cost(e) =
∑k
i=1Cost(Mi−1,Mi).

Let H be a set of networks, we denote by PathsFM (H) the set of all executions
from M ending in H and driven by F which are not prefix of any other exe-
cution ending in H. More formally, PathsFM (H) = {e ∈ ExecFM (H) | last(e) ∈
H and ∀e′ such that e <prefix e

′, e′ 6∈ PathsFM (H)}.
Now, we are ready to define the average energy cost of reaching a set of

networks H from the initial network M according to the scheduler F .

3 Note that considering the radius of the communication channel as the energy cost
of the transmitted data is standard.
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Definition 11. Let H be a set of networks. The average energy cost of reaching
H from M according to the scheduler F is

CostFM (H) =

∑
e∈PathsFM (H)Cost(e)× PFM (e)∑

e∈PathsFM (H)P
F
M (e)

.

The average cost is computed by weighting the cost of each execution by its
probability according to F and normalized by the overall probability of reach-
ing H. The following definition provides an efficient method to perform both
qualitative and quantitative analyses of mobile networks.

Definition 12. Let H be a countable set of sets of networks and let F ⊆ LSched
a set of schedulers. We say that N is more energy efficient than M in the context
of H and F denoted

N v〈H,F〉 M,

if N ≈Fp M and, for all schedulers F ∈ F and for all H ∈ H, there exists a

scheduler F ′ ∈ F such that CostF
′

N (H) ≤ CostFM (H).

5 Analysing the SW-ARQ and GBN-ARQ Protocols

High speed data transmission is rapidly becoming an essential requirement of to-
day’s wireless networks. Consequently, adaptive modulation and coding (AMC)
techniques are increasingly being used in most of 2.5/3g wireless networks in
order to increase the transmission rate. At the same time, a wireless channel
is error prone due to fading and other propagation impairments. To address
this issue, many control schemes have been proposed. In particular the auto-
matic repeat request (ARQ)-based error control is considered as very attractive
to counteract the residual errors without using costly error correction codes at
the physical layer (see, e.g., [22, 13]). However, portable communication devices
must rely on batteries with limited energy to conduct communication.

There are three main ARQ protocols: stop-and-wait (SW), go-back-N (GBN)
and selective repeat (SR). In this section, we use our framework to analyse both
SW-ARQ and GBN-ARQ protocols. First, we show that the protocols exhibit
the same probabilistic observational behaviour, that is they are bisimilar. Then,
we compute and compare their energy consumption under various scenarios de-
pending on the stability of the wireless channel.

5.1 Protocol description

In order to make the paper self-contained, we briefly recall the salient features
of SW-ARQ and GBN-ARQ protocols. In SW-ARQ protocol, the sender pushes a
packet into the channel with a delay that is given by ratio between the packet size
and the channel bandwidth (pushing time). Once the packet is in the channel we
observe two delays: one is that required to reach the destination and the other is
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that required for the acknowledge packet (ACK) to go back to the transmitter.
The sum of the two is known as the round trip time. In SW-ARQ protocol
the sender sends a packet only once the acknowledge of the previous has been
received. If the round trip time (or an upper bound) is known by the protocol
designer, a possible error in the transmission is detected by a timeout mechanism,
i.e., if the sender does not receive an ACK from the receiver before a deadline,
then it assumes that an error occurred and sends again the same packet. If the
round trip time is much higher than the pushing time, then SW-ARQ protocols
are very inefficient and exploit only a minimal part of the channel capacity. With
respect to SW protocols, GBN takes advantage of the pipelining of the packets,
i.e., a sequence of n packets can be sent without receiving any confirmation. This
widely used technique is known to highly improve the throughput of the sender,
but it is expensive from the energy consumption point of view (see, e.g., [13])
since correctly received packets may be required to be resent. Indeed, once the
sender realizes that a packet p has not been received (using a timeout), it has to
resend all the packets already sent starting from p. In this way, it can be shown
that throughput is really improved and the protocol can use the full channel
capacity.

5.2 Assumptions on the models

In this case study, we consider a single transmitter node using ARQ-based
error recovery protocol to communicate with a receiver node over a wireless
channel. Transmissions occur in fixed-size time slots whose size is the time re-
quired by the sender to push a packet into the channel. We assume the round
trip time to be a multiple of the time slot. For both SW and GBN protocols,
the transmitter continuously sends packets until it detects a transmission error.
Notice that although in actual implementations of the ARQ protocols errors
are usually detected by means of a timeout mechanism, in this context we use
negative-acknowledge (NACK) feedbacks which simplify the protocol encodings
and are equivalent for the analysis purposes if we assume to know the number of
slots that the round trip time consists of. Here, we consider an error-free feed-
back channel 4 and assume that the ACK or NACK of each transmitted packet
arrives at the sender node one slot after the beginning of its transmission slot.
Therefore, the feedback of a packet is received exactly after its transmission for
the SW-protocol and in case of a failure (NACK), the packet is automatically
resent. Instead for the GBN protocol, a feedback for the ith packet arrives ex-
actly after the transmission of the (i + n − 1)th packet and in case of a failure
the transmission restarts from the ith packet. We model both SW-ARQ and
GBN-ARQ-based protocols for a communication channel of capacity n = 3 in
our framework. Observe that in this way we do not take into account the round
trip time for SW-ARQ protocols, however this does not affect the analysis that
we will carry out later, i.e., the expected energy cost for each packed correctly
received. We consider a unique static receiver rec < 0, I5>. We model the trans-

4 A very standard assumption [13].
5 i.e. the Identity Matrix.
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Fig. 1: Topology of the network and mobility of the sender

mitter as a mobile node send (< r, Js >) whose reachable locations are l1, which
represents the ”good state” of the channel, where the receiver lies within the
transmission radius of the channel and l2 the ”bad state”, where the destination
is no longer reachable (see Figure 1). The mobility of the sender is modelled by
the two state Markov chain with the following transition probability matrix

Js =

∣∣∣∣ p 1− p
1− q q

∣∣∣∣ ,
where p and q are the probabilities of the stability of the node in two successive
time slots in its good and bad states, respectively.

5.3 Modelling the Protocols

In our analysis, we assume that the energy consumption of the feedback messages
is negligible. Therefore, they are sent over channels with zero radius. For this
reason the static receiver rec is located at l1, i.e., at the same location of the
sender in its good state, so that the feedback will be received with no cost. Note
that the sender still transmits over channels with radius r and thus it consumes
an amount of energy equal to r for each fired packet.

The process executed by rec, the receiver node, is the same for both protocols
and modelled as the process

REC〈i〉 = c(i)(x).c̄l1,0〈ACK(i)〉.ōkl1,0〈OK(i)〉.REC〈i+ 1〉

which, upon receiving packet pi over the channel c(i), sends ACK(i) over the
channel c, sends a confirmation of the correct reception over the channel ok (that,
as we will see later, is necessary for comparing the behaviours of the different
protocols we are studying) and waits for the next packet on c(i+1).

For each channel c(i), we use a static auxiliary node bi(〈0, I〉) located at l2,
the bad state of the sender, capturing bad transmissions over c(i). It executes
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Fig. 2: Description and example of the network communications

the following process which upon receiving packet pi over the channel c(i), sends
NACK(i) over the channel c:

BAD〈i〉 = c(i)(x).c̄l2,0〈NACK(i)〉.BAD〈i〉.

GBN-ARQ. Now we introduce the full model of the protocol GBN-ARQ.
We start by modelling its sender node. Recall that, as a simplifying assump-

tion, the channel capacity is 3. It executes the following process:

GB〈i〉 = c̄
(i)
l1,r
〈pi〉.c(x1)c̄

(i+1)
l1,r
〈pi+1〉.c(x2)c̄

(i+2)
l1,r
〈pi+2〉.c(x3)

[x1 = NACK(i)]GB〈i〉, SEND〈i+ 3, x2, x3〉

where the process SEND is defined as follows.

SEND〈i, x, y〉 = c̄
(i)
l1,r
〈pi〉.c(z)[x = NACK(i− 2)]GB〈i− 2〉, SEND〈i+ 1, y, z〉.

Though that the feedback of a packet is received after the transmission of its
two successors, for practical reason, we read a feedback of a packet right after
sending it. Indeed, since we do not want feedback to be costly, both sender and
receiver must be located at the same place when the feedback is sent. However,
the sender node will verify it only after having sent the following two packets.

Recall that the receiver node in our modelling above, reads each packet pi
on its specific channel c(i). Thus, in the GBN, if the transmitter sends p1 while
being in its good state, then moves to bad and sends p2 and finally moves back
to the good state and sends p3, then the later packet will not be read by the
receiver as it is blocked on c(2). Then, the firing on c(3) is lost and this models
the fact that packets sent after a bad packet is just a wasting of energy. But since
the sender process GB〈i〉 is blocked on the feedback channel c, we introduce a
static auxiliary node lose(〈0, I〉) located at l1 and executing the process:

WAST = c̄∅,0〈LOST 〉.WAST
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SW-ARQ. Now on to the SW-ARQ-based protocol. This is very simple since it
always sends one packet and waits for its feedback. The sender process is defined
as follows.

SW 〈i〉 = c̄
(i)
l1,r
〈pi〉.c(x)[x = NACK(i)]SW 〈i〉, SW 〈i+ 1〉.

In order to compare the observational behaviours of the protocols, we assume
that the successful receptions signaled by a broadcast by the receiver node of
OK(i) on the channel ok are observable for any observer node located at l1.
Thus the protocols are equivalent if for each scheduler F driving one of the pro-
tocols, there exists a scheduler F ′ driving the other one such that both protocols
correctly transmit the sequence of messages in the same order and with the same
probabilities.

The full protocols are then modelled as the network

GBN = (νc c(1)...c(n))(send[GB〈1〉]l1 | rec[REC〈1〉]l1

| lose[WAST ]l1 |
∏
i≥1

bi[BAD〈i〉]l2)

and

SW = (νc c(1)...c(n))(send[SW 〈1〉]l1 | rec[REC〈1〉]l1 |
∏
i∈I

bi[BAD〈i〉]l2).

Under these assumptions, we can prove that both protocols exhibit the same
observable behaviour.

Now we are going to define a set of schedulers allowing us to correctly analyse
the performances of our protocols. If the network started with a good channel
then all the messages will be transmitted correctly without enduring any loss.
In contrast, if it started with a bad channel, then it will be retransmitting in-
definitely the first packet since the channel remains always bad. Though, that
under such schedulers, both SW-ARQ and GBN-ARQ protocols behave exactly
the same way in terms of our observability, they represent however unrealistic
implementation scenarios. Therefore, we consider the following set of schedulers
fair alternating schedulers, denoted FAS, which:

1. always alternate between sending packets and node’s movement so that at
each interaction of the transmitter with the channel, the latter can be either
good or bad;

2. give priority to acknowledgment actions (ACK and NACK) to model the
standard assumption of an error-free feedback channel;

We compare the behaviour of the processes in the context of the set H =
{Hk | k ≥ 0} where Hk means that all the packets up to k have been correctly
transmitted and is defined as Hk = H1

k ∪H2
k where

H1
k = {(νc c(1)...c(n))M |M ≡ send[c̄

(k+1)
l,r 〈pk+1〉.P ]l | rec[REC〈k + 1〉]l1

| lose[WAST ]l1 |
∏
i≥1 bi[BAD〈i〉]l2}
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for some process P and

H2
k = {(νc c(1)...c(n))N |N ≡ send[SW 〈i+1〉]l′ | rec[REC〈k+1〉]l1 |

∏
i∈I

bi[BAD〈i〉]l2}.

with l, l′ ∈ {l1, l2}.

Proposition 5. GBN ≈FASH
p SW .

Proof. We give here a sketch of the proof. For each sender’s window size we will
choose, the only observable actions are the messages sent through the channel
ok, performed by rec[REC〈1〉]l1 . All the other actions are either silent or hidden
by the restriction operator applied to the channels c, c(1), c(2)....

For all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, rec[REC〈i〉]l1 sends the message OK(i) if and only
if the relative packet pi has been correctly received, hence, all the executions
performed by GBN and SW networks are of the form:

=⇒ ok!OK(1)@l1/l1−−−−−−−−−−→=⇒ ok!OK(2)@l1/l1−−−−−−−−−−→=⇒ ...

Since the indexes of the sender’s window size do not affect the probabilities,
the bisimulation between each couple of indexes we choose can be proved. ut

5.4 Measuring the Energy Cost of the Protocols.

This section presents the energy consumption of the above ARQ-based protocols.
Then, we compute the energy consumption of the protocols assuming that

we start by a move action at the good state so that the first message could be
lost if it moves to the bad state6. The results are summarized in the following
propositions and illustrated in Figure 3.

Proposition 6. If q 6= 1 then, for all F ∈ FASH,

CostFSW(Hk) =

(
1 +

1− p
1− q

)
kr

Proposition 7. If q 6= 1 then, for all F ∈ FASH,

CostFGBN(Hk) = kr
(
p+

(p− 1)

(−1 + q)(1 + p2 − q + q2 − p+ 2pq)

· 1− 2p2 + 2p2q + 4q − 4q2 + 2q3 + 2p− 6pq + 4pq2

−p2 + p2 + (−p+ pq)(−1 + 2q) + q(2 +−2q + q2)

)
These results can be derived by applying the Chapman-Kolmogorv’s forward
equations to compute the probability of consecutive failures in the sending of
the same packet. Each of these failures (except the first) causes the waste of a
number of sent packets equals to the window size. It can be observed that the
number of wasted windows has a geometric distribution. Then, the mean of total
packets sent to obtain a success, can be straightforwardly derived.
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(a) SW protocol (b) GBN protocol

Fig. 3: Energy cost functions for SW and GBN protocols.

Fig. 4: costGBN (p, q)− costSW (p, q)

We note that while both protocols increasingly enjoy bad performance in
terms of energy consumption when the channel deteriorates, i.e., when q is in-
creasing (see Figures 3-(a) and 3-(b)), the GBN protocol deteriorates faster.
Indeed, as illustrated by Figure 4 as the channel deteriorates the additional en-
ergy required by the GBN protocol to correctly transmit the same number of
packets increases to infinite. Thus, the gain of having a high throughput results
in a very high energy consumption.

Finally, from Propositions 5, 6, and 7, we can conclude that the GBN protocol
is much more energy consuming than SW.

Theorem 4. SW v〈H,FASH〉 GBN .

Proof. Proof follows straightforwardly from Propositions 5, 7 and 6

6 The analysis for the other case is similar.
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6 Conclusion

Ad-hoc networks is a new area of mobile communication networks that has
attracted significant attention due to its challenging problems. The main goal of
our work is to provide a formal model to reason about the problem of limiting
the power consumption of communications. One of the most critical challenges
in managing mobile ad-hoc networks is actually to find a good trade-off between
network connectivity and power saving.

Even though not all the devices have the ability of adjusting their transmis-
sion power, modern technologies are quickly evolving, and there exist devices
which are enabled to choose among two or more different power levels. For this
reason many researches have proposed algorithms and protocols with the aim of
providing a way to decide the best transmission power for node communications
in a given network [3, 18], or to develop energy-aware routing protocols [5, 8].

In this paper, we presented the Probabilistic E-BUM calculus which, due to
its characteristics of modelling broadcast, multicast and unicast communications
and also modelling the ability of a node to change its transmission power in ac-
cordance with the protocol it is executing, results to be a valid formal model
for the analysis, evaluation and comparison of energy-aware protocols and algo-
rithms specifically developed for wireless ad-hoc networks.

As a future work we plan to develop a bisimulation-based preorder, in the
style of [10], which integrates both observational properties and quantitative
ones. We also plan to extend the model with different metrics and apply it for
measuring, e.g., the level of interference or the number of collisions and losses.
In particular, in order to capture the presence of interference caused by the
simultaneous transmissions of two (or more) nodes using the same channel in a
common transmission area both output and input actions should be non-atomic.
Moreover, blocking output actions should be modeled in order to represent a
reception failure of a packet. We are planning to work to a variant of our model,
in the style of [12], with the specific aim of studying interference in mobile ad
hoc networks.
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